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Abstract

New concepts of air traffic management propose a sharing of responsibilities for
aircraft separation between air traffic control and the pilots. Automated decision aids
are introduced to support controllers in the detection and resolution of conflicts.
However, the effects of such decision aids on controller performance and mental
workload are not well studied. In simulations of the Free Flight concept, air traffic
controllers were tested in en route Air Traffic Control (ATC) environments under
manual as well as reliable and unreliable automation conditions. Dependent variables
were controller performance in the detection of potential and actual conflicts,
communication and secondary task performance. Subjective ratings of mental
workload, heart rate variability and eye movement data were obtained. While
reliable automation improved controller performance under conditions of shared
decision-making, the detection of conflicts under unreliable automation conditions
was worse under automated than under manual conditions (“complacency”). The
reduced detection performance under unreliable automation conditions was
associated with a reduced number of fixations on the automated task (i.e. a shift in
attention allocation away from the automated task). Implications for theories of
human-automation interaction and for the design of automated systems are discussed.

Introduction

Commercial air traffic is increasing at a rapid rate putting immense pressure on the
ATC system to enhance its capacity and efficiency. In some areas high air traffic
controller (ATCo) workload has already become the limiting factor in attempts to
increase system efficiency. In 1995, the Radio Technical Commission for
Aeronautics (RTCA, 1995) suggested the concept of Free Flight (FF) to solve
capacity problems in the en route ATC system. FF would allow pilots under
instrument flight rules to choose in real time altitude, heading and speed while
maintaining separation from other traffic. This would enable the pilots and airlines to
take full advantage of their sophisticated on-board equipment to dynamically choose
the most time- or fuel-efficient routes. The NASA (1999) Distributed Air-Ground
Traffic Management (DAG-TM) concept is another proposal to make the ATC
system more efficient and meet the demands of its users. In both concepts, the task of
traffic separation is shared between the air traffic controllers (ATCos) and the pilots.


